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Abstract
Food nanotechnology is a combined discipline of food science
and nanotechnology. It provides many applications almost in all
areas of food technology. This article reviews the main focus in food
nanotechnology research of food safety in various forms in which
nano-biosensors and antimicrobials nano-agents are the works
of interest. These tools are helpful in providing food security and
together with nano-coating materials. It makes the base of smart
packaging. It is now being estimated from the review that these nanoagents have great contribution in food safety but the health hazard
risks due to accumulation of nanomaterials in food should also move
parallel to these tools.
Keywords: Nanoparticles; Biosensors; Food packaging; Nano
coating

Introduction

In the past decade there has been advancement in material
sciences in which a concept rises and acquires a name
called “Nanotechnology”. Despite the fact that the concept of
nanotechnology seems new but, technically its applications
have been used since many years which was a part of hidden
knowledge that came under consideration few years back.
Although the concept of nanotechnology seems technically
new, there are applications in use from many years. The term
“nanotechnology” can be defined asthe science and study of
nano-materials having size ranging from 1 to 100 nm, because
a matter at this size has properties which impart them unique
abilities that can’t be possibly acquired by larger one of the same
matter [1]. The nanotechnology has been existed since the life
came into existence as it can clearly be observed in the expression
of DNA into nano size proteins and carrying out functions at
small scale yet giving a huge impact on the whole organism is
that how we can explain the beauty of nanotechnology [2]. We
are applying the knowledge of nano-tech in our life by using
materials of nano size and gaining some benefits from it. Among
many other applications and advances, nanotechnology makes
its way to give an impact in food science also and much other
advancement came up with the combination of food science and
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nanotechnology arising a new emerging discipline called food
nanotechnology. Literally Food and Drug Administration USA
(FDA) gives the definition of food nanotechnology in a sense that
the nanomaterials used in this case can have size up to 1000 nm
because there has been some evidences that even at larger size
the particles have same behavior at smaller scale [3].
The technology provides its services in almost all sectors of
food from production to marketing. In agriculture sector there
are several applications available like nano-tech based pesticides
and fertilizers with effective impact on plant growth, targeted
genetic engineering and molecular farming with the help of
nano-vectors which is hoping to take the place of viral vectors
[4]. In food processing various industries are also taking leads
and making the food with better quality and good nutritive value
by utilizing the knowledge of nanotechnology and applying it
in food sciences. For example, high impermeable packaging
nanomaterials are used for protection of food from UV radiations
and providing more strength to keep the food protected from
outer environment, thus increasing their shelf life. Beside, nanosensors are also used for the detection of chemicals, gases and
pathogens which can represent the spoilage and its rate. In
modern terminology a word is given to such type of packaging
which is known as smart packaging. Nutritive supplements using
polymeric nano-coating with greater bioavailability are also
introduced to complete the nutritional requirements. And it is a
fact that the most participating research in food nanotechnology
is in food processing section in which many researchers and
industries are increasing their research in food safety with the
help of nanotechnology. Some studies suggested that people are
not accepting the direct involvement of nano-particles in food
[5] due to some risk factors. So it is needed to provide some
safety measurements by creating methods that avoid such direct
involvement to reduce the risk and satisfy the community.

Organization of Food Structure at Nano-Level

Nanoparticles are not always synthetic but nature provide
us a view of thinking how these particles are present in nature in
various forms as in food, which is a combination of nano versus
micro-particles. These molecules make an ordered organization
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from liquid, emulsions, gels, fibers and cells and combine giving a
multi structured food mega particle. Taking an example of cow’s
udder as micro versus nano structured natural device, in which
casein micelles and fat globules give their combination for making
a nano versus micro structured milk. The casein micelles range in
size from 300-400 nm while fat globules have a range from 100
nm-20 μm [6]. This is a fact that what we eat is converted into nano
structure after it is assimilated and digested. Proteins converted
into amino acids, lipid and sugars are hydrolyzed making a
nano molecule to be metabolized efficiently. The Nanoparticles
are either present in food naturally or sometimes it arises due
to natural events like changes in pH, temperature etc. For
instance, in yogurt formation, which is based on micro and nano
technology, the smaller structure like native beta lactoglobulin,
having size about 3.6 nm undergo deterioration and form a larger
structured fibrils which in turn form a gel like yogurt structure [7].
In mayonnaises, nano structured fat layers combine with protein
globulins creating a food structure. The starch depositions in
food are itself a combination of smaller glucose molecules. Starch
nano crystal that is amylose region crystals with size about 10-20
nm can be used as bioactive materials. It has been reported that
α-lactalbumin from milk hydrolyzes and form nanotubes, which
by assembly gains the ability to carry nutritional, pharmaceutical
and other supplementary roles [8].

The food formulations, additives and recipes are used for
making some structural changes like crystallization, giving clarity
to juices, vitrifications, and structure or network formulations
to make end stable structure of food. Literature shows that
decreasing diameter of particles increases the surface area after
combinations, at nano scale the virtual molecular forces like
hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, and other interactions
becomes dominated comparatively, therefore it is predicted that
if additives used in food formulation at nano size, it would make
the assembly and the process more efficient [9]. Research has
been conducting in naturally occurring nano structures that can
be used as additives which is also used to focus on changing the
naturally occurring food substance into nano one to modify its
functionality accordingly different and efficient as the originals.
Literature gives us important examples of titanium oxides and
silicon dioxide which has been used nanomaterials [10]. Not
only this, but it should also be considered that reducing size
causes increase in the reactivity and may cause disturbance to
biological structures which in bigger size doesn’t occur. The risk
area of food nanotechnology is not yet been well developed, but
to provide safe food this area should also be elaborated.

Nanomaterials as Biosensors in Food Safety

Fresh food, if not consumed readily, it can be stored by
packaging keeping in view that it should be consumed within a
specific period of time otherwise it is estimated that it would not
be consumable. Open fresh food possesses certain characteristics
when they spoil that are changes in odour, texture, taste etc.
But these properties are hidden in case of packed food so
the consumer only relies on the sell by date tag on the packed
food provided by the manufacturer, but it is only applicable in
certain conditions in which it should be stored otherwise it
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may change the date of expiry. These conditions often vary in
transportation and storage of food in ware houses. So, it becomes
difficult to analyze the freshness by consumer in packed food.
The nano biosensors provide an overcome to this problem [11].
Nanotechnology brings some advancement in quality control
and analysis of food to provide food safety by introducing
nanotechnology based biosensors and detectors. These are
designed by combination of nanotechnology with several
other technologies to detect and sense components for which
a sensor is being designed like detection of pathogens, various
pollutants, and detection of chemicals, gases and food spoilage.
In some countries biosensors are already been associated with
packaging [12]. As compared to high cost techniques like gas
chromatography-mass spectroscopy, electronic noses and solid
state detector, nano technology provides low cost and fast
method of detection by using simple chemically reactive dye
system coated with some immobilization and gel-matrices [13].
The biosensors are designed by combination of various systems
like electro-chemically attached imunosensors for detection of
pathogens or spoilage causing microorganisms, enzyme linked
carbon nano tubes for detection of chemicals which could be
toxic or environmental pollutants [13]. Food quality assurance
should be analyzed in all stages from production to storage,
and it should be done as fast as possible. Nanotechnology based
biosensors provide a cheap, fast, highly selective and portable
tool for detection of food quality and its measurements [14].

Detection of chemicals

Nowadays, using the knowledge of analytical chemistry it is
easy to detect various chemicals, pollutants and some chemical
components with the help of nanomaterials in which various
combinations are used to provide food safety measurements in
food quality control. For example, Gold Nanoparticles (AuNPs)
with cyanuric acid [15] give red color when treated with some
raw milk samples without melamine but in some samples due to
the presence of a milk contaminant, melamine, this assay gives
blue color and the intensity of color gives information about
the concentration of melamine [16]. In some other experiments
the results were the same that was color change due gold
nanoparticles but with some other chemical reductants for the
detection of melamine [17]. Apart from this color change detection
some fluorescence based assays are also developed like enhanced
fluorescence linked immuned sorbent assay (EFLISA) which is
used to detect the presence of gliadin, which is inflammation
causing agents in patients of celiac disease. The system is based
on rhodamine labeled anti-gliadin antibodies with nano silver
films (NSFs). This system utilizes metal enhanced fluorescence
due to rhodamine [11]. Some other same kind of fluorescent
based nanomaterials detect cyanides in drinking water using
cluster of quenched gold Nanoparticles [18] and detector using
liposomes at nanoscale that also detect toxic pesticides in water
[19]. Nanomaterials for detection of pretentious bacterial toxins
are also been invented for detection of botulinum toxin using
antibody labeled nanosystem [20].
Not only biological and chemical systems are involved in
designing of these detectors but also nano level electrical system
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is involved and these electrochemical nano devices are vastly
used for analytical purpose. Some electrochemical devices which
are imunosensors along with cerium oxide nanoparticles and
chitosan nanocomposites using nanowire based transistors and
carbon nanotubes which detect several toxins like staphylococcal
enterotoxin [21] and cholera toxin [22]. These detector systems
at nano level have an advantage that they are able to detect
impurities, pollutants and toxic chemicals in very low quantity
even at nanolevel [23].

Detection of gases

Gases trapped during food packaging like oxygen, carbon
dioxide or moisture also leads to the spoilage of food. But it is
not possible to check the gases level inside the package without
unsealing or damaging the pack. So the presence of gases are
most of times analyzed by checking one of the food pack out of
hundreds of packages passed from a single process. Which is not
that much reliable process but still it is time consuming and one
cannot check whole of the batch at a time. The nanotechnology
based techniques now making it possible to identify the content
of specified gas inside the packed food at a single look by simply
coat the nanobiosensor materials in packaging which detect the
amount and type of gas and moisture content inside the packed
food [24]. Nano sized TiO2 and SnO2 particles in combination
with methylene blue; a red-ox active dye is introduced which is
a photoactive ink used in packages for detection of oxygen inside
containers. These materials gradually changes colors in response
to oxygen present [24]. This do not gives the precise information
about the quantification of oxygen but it can give an easy visual
analysis for consumer to check the level of gases. In some other
cases the moisture content is measured and analyzed by carbon
coated nano copper particles that are dispersed polymerically
on tenside strips [25]. In the presence of humidity the polymer
matrix tends to swell up due to the separation of the coated
nanoparticles. These changes cause to produce various colors that
can be easily measured [26]. Some other discoveries lead to the
detection of gases like gaseous amines by nanofibrils of perylenebased fluorophores in fish and meat products, also detection of
organic compounds like acetone, ethanol, and some non-organics
like carbon mono oxides with the help of an electronic nano
sensor composed of nano SnO2 and micro particles of TiO2 [27]
and by the replacement with WO3-SnO2 nanocomposites the
device may able to detect the presence of ethylene [28].

Detection of microorganisms

Nanotechnology provides quick and reliable methods to
detect the infectious agents with the help of nanomaterials
acting as sensor devices. These strategies are the same as the
conventional bioassay detection systems like enzyme linked
immuno assays but the scale is being reduced from micro to nano
level. The use of nanoparticles for pathogenic microorganism
detection gives an ideal fast strategy to identify the target
microorganisms [29]. Some metallic particles such as gold and
silver particles conjugated with short specific oligonucleotides
strands can bind with specific strands of DNA present and
detectable by color change [30-31]. These metallic nanoparticles
can also be conjugated with antibodies for detection of proteins,
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bacteria, viruses and some other allergens. Apart from these
nanoparticles, there was a common trend for using magnetic
Nanoparticles from a long time which is still a method of interest.
In such system a paramagnetic nano particle like iron, as magnetic
contrasting agent, together with a detecting system of enzyme,
oligonucleotide, or antibody for Magnetic Imaging Resonance
(MRI). These systems are also used to detect microorganisms and
other their moieties [32]. Detections with magnetic Nanoparticles
are also achieved by Superconducting Quantum Interference
Devices (SQUID), which is responsible to record the abnormal
changes in the magnetic properties upon interaction with other
molecules [33]. Carbon nanotubes are also used for pathogenic
detection with same strategy linked with several other entities
[8].

Nanotechnology in Food Packaging
Nano-coating

Nowadays, it is a demand to preserve the food as much longer
as possible. In most cases if we are using packaging technologies
then we aim to protect the food from gases, environmental
hazards, insects and specially from microbial contaminations and
although today’s food packaging techniques provides promising
results, but this is facilitated when the concept of smart packaging
is developed. It is also known as active and intelligent packaging.
This involves the coating of different agents like oxygen trappers,
moisture absorbers, sensory agents, flavor releasing systems,
indicators and packaging with antimicrobial coatings [34].

Polymer nanotechnology is a broad interdisciplinary area of
research being used in food packaging due to the broad demand
of future generation. Biological nano-composites have multiple
properties but the most important aspect of polymer nanomaterial
is the improvement of mechanical, chemical strength and gases
barrier properties [35,36] with the elaboration of this facts we
can say nanomaterial preserve food, prevent from deterioration,
[37,38], maintain quality of the food, extending shelf life of the
food providing strength, stiffness and barrier to gases like O2
and CO2 light and moisture [39]. The use of nano-protectant not
only preserve and secure food but also decrease the general use
of non-degradable plastic which is a concern problem not only
to human but also to the aquatic environment, [38] thus help to
keep safe the world [40].

It is already being explained that if fresh food like fruits,
vegetables, beverages, dairy and bakery products are not
preserved and protected after their generation then it might
be demolish because of oxidation, reduction, dehydration,
losses of flavor, vitamins, minerals and soon. Therefore,
proper preservative techniques are essential especially
Polymer Nanomaterials Packaging (PNP) and nanocoating or
nanolamination. There are numerous nanomaterials which
have distinct properties and uses. Polymer Nanomaterial for
Food Packaging (PNFP) is divided in three disciplines known
as “Improved PNFP “, “Active PNFP” and “Intelligent PNFP” on
the basis of their properties. They can be used as separately or
collectively depending on their use.
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The improved PNFP defining polymer flexibility, gas barrier
properties, temperature and moisture stability while, the latter
two express antimicrobial activities and sensitivity [41].
In improved PNFP there are several types of polymer material
using like Poly Amide (PA), nylons, polystyrene, EthyleneVinyl Acetate (EVA), copolymers, epoxy resins poly urethane,
polyolefin, polyimides and Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET),
Hydrate Alumina and Silicate [42-43].

The nanoclay in food packaging and coating are the
polyamide, Montmorillonite (MMT) mostly used in the formation
of shaping food materials used for packaging of fruits juices, dairy
products, cheese, cereals etc [44-45]. Clay polymer were single
layer of clay are folded into a polymer system to create a new
structure which is called exfoliated structure or nanocomposites
prevent the passing of oxygen and water. Massachusetts
university scientist of USA Julian McCl elements converts the
single layer concept into double layer or multi-layer where each
layer have unique functionality, for example one layer work as an
antioxidant, antimicrobial activity indicator while the other layer
indicates passage of water, oxygen , carbon dioxide. This concept
is also being used in nano-lamination which consists of two or
more layers of nanomaterials which are bound to each other and
used for surface coating/ films and packaging. Edible coating and
films are currently using in a wide range of fruits, vegetables,
meats, chocolates, candies, and bakery products [46]. The coating
film can serve as moisture, lipid, gas barriers so that to improve
color, flavor, and nutrition, antimicrobial and oxidation reduction
properties of coated food. The composition, thickness, structure
of the single and multilayer depends on skill and sort of way like
changing the dipping solution, adsorbing substances, number
of dipping steps, the environmental condition of the solution,
pH, temperature and concentration of the solution while it also
depends upon nature of substance to be coated either it is polar,
nonpolar, hydrophobic, hydrophilic, etc.
Active PNFP food packagings are made to maintain the
internal environment of the food regularly by means of
preventing absorption and elimination to the inner and outer
coating surface [47]. Such types of polymers are designed to
monitor microbe activity, UV strength and absorption etc. Several
particles using as antimicrobial agents like titanium dioxide, zinc
oxide, magnesium oxides, they are also reported as UV blocker
and photo catalytic disinfecting agents [48]. Titanium dioxide
also plays important role in oxygen scavenging because the
presence of oxygen in container causes red-ox reaction and it will
also play a role in the growth of aerobic bacteria which can lead
to the contamination of food [49].
The intelligent or smart PNFP which determining the
surrounding and internal temperature, humidity, oxygen level
and microorganism contamination of the packed food. The
nanopolymer devices biosensors are incorporated in packing
which alerts the consumer about the internal condition of the
packed food, shelf life, food spoilage, color and event test [50].
Process under investigation on electronic tongue, DNA-based
biochip which will be able to detect the harmful microbes
quantity and type of microbes, color and test of the food [26].
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Antimicrobial packaging
Several nano materials are used as antimicrobial agents in food
packing in which silver Nanoparticles are in great interest. This
is because of its extended use and from its historical perspective.
Some other Nanoparticles currently in used are titanium dioxide
(TiO2), Zinc Oxide (ZnO), Silicon Oxide (SiO2), Magnesium Oxide
(MgO), gold, silver etc. All of them have specific characteristics
and functions, for example zinc nanocrystal shows antimicrobial
and antifungal activity [51], silver zeolite and silver, gold has
high temperature stability and low volatiling and good antifungal
and antimicrobial effects against 150 different bacteria [52-53].
Silver was a disinfectant and sterilizing agent used by NASA and
Russian Space station for water [11]. Silver has a broad spectrum
in its antimicrobial activity and it has been reported that the
microbial resistivity aspect of silver is lesser then other molecular
antimicrobial agents [54]. FDA in 2009 approves the direct use of
silver as disinfectant in commercial water at maximum level of 17
ug/ kg (FDA, 2009).
As these silver particles are in microns and providing an
effective result against microorganisms. Some studies suggested
that they have far much better impact in nano sizes. The
antimicrobial effect of the silver particles is due to silver ion
migrating from packaging materials to food in contact. Several
silver based composites have been reported effective like
chitosan-silver nanocomposites found effective against E. coli, L.
monocytogenes and Staphylococcus aureus [55], and nano silver
particles coated with Cellulose acetate phthalate also provided
the same results [56]. It has also been found that matrix also
play an important role in the migration of silver ions to carry
out its antimicrobial activity [57]. Silver Nanoparticles (AgNPs)
are found to be effective against various bacterial species like
E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus anthracis, staphylococcus
epidermidis, Enterococcus faecalis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa [58],
Vibrio cholerae [59-60] and Bacillus subtilis [61]. The spectrum
of fungi, which they have been shown their antifungal activity,
includes Candida albicans, Aspergillus niger [62-63] and yeast
[64], etc. AgNPs are also found to be effective against methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus [58].

Besides silver several other nanoparticles are also found to
have antimicrobial characteristics like titanium oxide (TiO2),
which shows its antimicrobial activity in UV light [65]. Curcumin
Nanoparticles with 2-40 nm freely dispersed in water are
reported to be effective against Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus
subtilis, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Penicillium
notatum and Aspergillus niger [66]. Zinc oxide is also found to
have its antimicrobial activity which incorporated in packaging
material [42]. Some complex systems of Nanoparticles like
vancomycin covalently attached with gold Nanoparticles [67],
polystyrene Nanoparticles which are coated with lysozyme along
with selective antibodies are also found to have some promising
results.

Risks in Food Nanotechnology

We are not forgetting the importance of nanotechnology
in food packaging but it might be fatal to human body. In 20th
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century tremendous progress has been made in the field of nano
sciences but still it needs more explorations.

The use of nanomaterial in food nanotechnology may exhibit
possibility of health risks [68]. European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA) has identified some major risks with nanotechnology
i.e., characterization difficulty, detection and measuring
nanomaterial and insufficient toxicological data (EFSA, 2009).
Nanomaterial of small size ranging from 50 to 70 nm like carbon
nanotube, silver, silica, titanium dioxide and zinc oxide etc. do
not show exact mechanism inside the body. Nanotoxicity of
nanoparticles depends on chemical structure, composition, size,
mass, surface charges, and their combine relationship [6,69,70].
The range of penetration, translocation, digestion, accumulation
of nanoparticles inside the human body is determinable risk
factors. Although previous research shows that Nanoparticles of
50 to 70 nm can easily cross the cell barrier while smaller size
of 30 nm cross the blood cell barriers and easily penetrate and
circulate through the circulatory system of blood and respiratory
system which may affect lungs, stomach, liver, spleen, bone
marrow, heart and even brain function [8].

Food digestion study shows that nano-size food particles
have greater chances to enter the gut. Particles are large as
200 nm can pass through the mucus membrane when coated
with polyethylene glycol commonly used in drug coatings
[6]. It has been reported that carbon nanotubes used in food
packaging when examined in mice trachea lead to death [69].
The nanoparticles usually make nanofood are mostly oxidase
of silicon, aluminums and titanium. These particles i.e. titanium
dioxide (anatase (E 171)) and aluminosilicates (kaolinite) are
used as food additives and anticaking agent [71]. It has been
proved that titanium dioxide Nanoparticles of 20 nm make free
radicals thus causing intracellular damage and inflammatory
responses when inhale or penetrate by skin in insoluble form [70].
Titanium dioxide and aluminosilicates partially or not degraded
in GIT (Gastro intestinal tract). In case of non-degradation
M-Cells (microfold cells) of the immune system activated which
stimulate macrophages. Macrophages are also unable to digest
them thus makes pigmentation in cells at the base of human
intestinal lymphoid aggregates due to partially agglomeration
[72]. It has been proved that exogenous Nanoparticles of 100
nm in diameter are 15-250 times higher absorbable as compare
to macromolecules in GIT [73]. It has been shown that single
walled carbon nanotubes inhibit human embryo kidney cell
proliferation and negative impact upon the cell growth and
turnover [74]. A study of human epithelial cell culture in vitro
while using fluorescence-labeled SiO2 nanoparticles showed that
particle smaller than 70 nm could enter into the cell nuclei and
cause impairment in the DNA replication and transcription due
to the toxic protein accumulation, but it is not yet clear about the
use of SiO2 in food packaging either it causes health problems.

The main point which is still unclear in food nanotechnology
is that either the nano made food properties are similar or
dissimilar as compared to the naturally founded food in the
digestive system. It is clear that Nanoparticles will pass through
agglomeration, aggregation, biotransformation and react
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with acid, enzyme and other chemicals in the body especially
in GIT where they might lose their “Nano” specification [5].
Except few cases of toxicology research and risk assessment
in nanotechnology there is no clear evidence of toxicity found
in food packaging [12 -17]. A survey report shows that most of
people are not fully acquainted with the term nanotechnology
[75-76]. Some of the nano food production companies do not
show possible risks of nanotechnology to the public [77]. In
order to explore more nanotechnology, it is needed to show
the beneficial as well as harmful aspects to the consumers. The
first generation nanotechnology faces multi challenges in food
sector due to the multi unknown characteristics of Nanoparticles
like when we are using silver, zinc, gold etc either we know the
migration of this Nanoparticles into food ? If, then what will be
the effect on the normal microbial flora of gastrointestinal track?.

Conclusion

Nanotechnology is becoming an important part of food
science and it is increasingly providing important applications
to raise the food safety level. In comparison with the traditional
food analytical tools nano-biosensor provide a quick and reliable
method of analysis. In future it may seem that the food quality
control and analysis would be replaced by the nanotechnology
introduced nano-biosensors. The polymeric coating of nanobiosensors is arising as a new generation of packaging. Secondly
the nano antimicrobial agents also provide promising results to
control the contamination in food and the research is elaborating
in the polymeric incorporation of these antimicrobial agents for
active packaging. Nowadays, the concept of smart packaging is
not a concealed theme, but it should be provided to public in such
way that it can fulfill the food safety. The exploration about the
risk influences should be improved to increase the consumer
acceptance of nanotech processed food products.
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